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Equipped with 3 evaporative filters on 3 dif-
ferent sides to triple the cooling efficiency

It cools a room up to 26 m2

POWERFUL EVAPORATIVE COOLER WITH 
ROTATING DIFFUSER
An evaporative water cooler that is used o obtain fresh and clean air in any 
environment. Air flow up to 10 meters. The grid by rotating continuously 360° gen-
erates an air movement equal to 30°. Intuitive commands controllable directly from 
the touch screen panel or by remote control. Three different fixed speeds and three 
different variable flow ventilation programs. Programmable timer up to 8 hours 
with automatic shutdown. Quiet operation 62.7 dB(A). It does not require pip-
ing for operation. Practical handle and swivel wheels, which means it can be carried  
 and placed anywhere safely. Designed to receive air from three different inputs, it 
is able to lower the temperature to 6-8 degrees and cool an environment up to 26 m2.  
To significantly increase the intensity of fresh air, it is advisable to use in the  
water tank both the frozen ice boxes (contained in the package) and ice cubes. To signif-
icantly increase the intensity of fresh air, it is advisable to use in the water tank 
both the frozen ice boxes (contained in the package) and ice cubes.

Item: 987

Air flow: 16.9 m3/minute

Air speed: 3.9 meter/second

Sound level: 60dB(A)

Voltage: 220-240V~ 50Hz

Power: 60W

Tank capacity: 6 litres

Dimensions: L31xH65xD28,3 cm

EAN Code: 8033011322368

Weight: 5.5 kg

Colour: white and black

SELLING UNIT: Dimensions: L36xH70xD33 cm Weight: 8.100 kg. 

MASTER CARTON: Dimensions: L36xH70xD33 cm Weight: 8.100 kg. Quantity: 1 pc. 
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Greater air flow compared to a 
normal cooler
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It moves more than 16.9 m3 
of air per minute
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